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N.T. Nair   ntnair@gmail.com Trivandrum   1 January’09

"Ideal teachers are those who use themselves as bridges over which they invite

their students to cross, then having facilitated their crossing, joyfully collapse,

encouraging them to create bridges of their own."

- Nikos Kazantzakis

Among the professions, I would rate teaching as the noblest. Also, I envy

my teacher friends, when they are received by their former students,

respectfully.

Let us compare teachers and those who have undertaken other activities,

say, engineering, like me. The teachers are, in a higher pedestal, with the

hapless students at their mercy to receive knowledge, marks etc.   In industries

or businesses, the people in charge, on the other hand, are dictated by their

clients. For eg.,  in  a service industry like telecom, he is always on tenterhooks:

to ensure that the phone is working to the satisfaction of the subscriber, lest

he should cross over to the competitor. Also, his boss will always be monitoring

if the sales graph is moving upwards, whatever be the market conditions.

Now comes the question of effective teaching, especially at higher

education levels, say, medicine, engineering etc. Luckily, medical profession

is blessed with a structure where most teachers are also practitioners,

strengthening their knowledge with actual field experience. In the case of

engineering education, this advantage does not exist, especially in India, as

most of the teachers confine themselves to class/staff rooms, without involving

themselves in practical engineering activities. But, in countries like the US,

engineering teachers do sit in industry or business chairs, feeling the pulse of

those entities and come back to classrooms to pass on the benefit of their

practical wisdom. India, unfortunately, is yet to catch up with this trend.

Here are some words of wisdom:

The task of the excellent teacher is to stimulate "apparently ordinary"

people to unusual effort.  The tough problem is not in identifying winners: it

is in making winners out of ordinary people.

- K. Patricia Cross

Education would be much more effective if its purpose was

to ensure that by the time they leave school every boy and girl

should know how much they do not know and be imbued with

a lifelong desire to know it.

- William Haley
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Man and illness are inseparable. None born in this world would
escape some illness in a lifetime. For the healthy persons, these illnesses
would be mild and self limiting, while for the less fortunate, diseases
would mean premature death or disability. Right from the beginning
of civilisation, epidemic diseases like cholera, plague and small pox
used to visit the human race and like waves, spread across continents,
wiping away large sections of the affected population. These pandemics
ensured that human population did not increase alarmingly in
successive generations. With the advent of industrial revolution and
improvement in living conditions of people in the West, epidemic
diseases started to decline.  The decline gathered momentum with
the advent of vaccination as a technology. Small pox was eradicated

HealthScape

Answers for Healthy Living

A New Series
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in 1978 and efforts to eliminate human poliomyelitis are on the verge
of success. Today, diseases caused by germs are no longer life
threatening in most parts of the world. Global burden of these diseases
has come down remarkably.  Even the dreaded Aids is on the verge of
therapeutic control and environmental measures are paying dividends
in most parts of the globe.

Control of communicable diseases did not make the world a
healthier place. Survival rates increased dramatically, but the quality
of life of the survivors did not improve in parallel. Diseases attributed
to affluence and indolence swept through the materially advanced
countries by the middle of the twentieth century and reached the
peak by the late seventies.  Dramatic declines in births and deaths
resulted in population ageing.  Naturally, disease burden in adults
started rising. Unlike communicable diseases, lifestyle diseases are
lifelong diseases too. Drugs would have to be consumed on a daily
basis in different doses and numbers.. To many, living becomes an
ordeal but a necessary one, with an urge to savour to the last moment,
the pleasant moments that punctuate the ordeal of living with chronic
illness.

India would soon emerge to be the country with the largest
number of persons with diabetes and hypertension. Kerala has already
achieved notoriety of being the diabetes and heart attack capital of
India. Rural urban differences are narrow in Kerala and disease burden
quite high. More than a quarter of deaths occur on account of heart
attacks and strokes come next in order of deaths. A large proportion
of deaths from these diseases occur in people aged less than sixty. The
economic impact of premature mortality and lifelong treatment of the
survivors can be imagined. At stake is not only personal health of the
affected individuals, but national productivity.  The most vulnerable
segment is the growing middle class; those in white collar jobs are
particularly vulnerable.  Occupational stress, lazy lifestyle, increasing
use of junk foods and calorie drinks, use of tobacco and alcohol abuse
are the major driving forces behind the epidemic rise of lifestyle diseases.

Health is no longer a matter of individual health alone. It is
of concern to the nation and the government, which stand to gain
from a healthy work- force at every level. Preventive health-checks
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are the order of the day; like preventive maintenance of machines,
regular health examinations and appropriate interventions can help
persons maintain and enjoy good health for long periods. But unlike
in the case of man made machinery, prediction of trouble free
performance becomes less certain on account of complex interactions
between our genes and environment. However, the culture of executive
check up is deeply entrenched in the medical psyche of the day. While
there is a tendency to overdo the practice, in the final analysis , it is a
boon and not a bane.

Executive Knowledge Lines has taken up the challenge of
providing to its readers a succinct account of the numerous preventive
and diagnostic tests that assist physicians in assessing individual health.
The newer imaging tools, that reveal changes even at the cellular
level, have enabled physicians to pick up functional abnormalities
quite early. Cellular and molecular diagnostics have transformed the
field of disease diagnosis and risk prediction. Imaging terminology
like CAT, MRI and PET has entered the vocabulary of even laymen.
Genetic screening and PCR technology are increasingly discussed in
print and television

The average person is bewildered both at the number and
range of diagnostic tools that are heavily promoted by the profession.
The impression is created that a head to toe profiling is a must for
assessing a person's health. The belief - more is better- is deeply
entrenched in the minds of many people. We live in a mad - mad
world of over investigations and subtle exploitation. Executive
Knowledge Lines believes that the time has come for its readers to be
informed, to help them understand the nuances of various tests that
they undergo. Such knowledge would give people the confidence to
discuss with physicians, both the choice of tests and appropriateness.

Physicians all over the world, rely increasingly on test results.
Gone are the days when the sense of sight, hearing, smell and touch
could lead the physician to a correct diagnosis in the majority of his
patients. An additional X-Ray and routine examination of blood, urine
and stool would further sharpen his diagnosis. In today's technology
driven world, we cannot expect the physician to stick to old ways. He
seeks the latest available tools to refine his diagnostic accuracy.
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To insure good health: eat lightly, breathe deeply,
live moderately, cultivate cheerfulness, and main-
tain an interest in life."
                                            - William Londen

Starting with the February issue, Executive Knowledge Lines
will carry  a series of articles that take the reader on a voyage of
discovery of a broad range of diagnostic investigations and prognostic
tests. These are the tests that doctors often seek to assess personal
health. The journey starts with a peep into routine blood examination
a tool that was refined as early as in the middle of the twentieth
century, but is still an integral part of the physician's armoury. In
subsequent articles, you would be gently guided into the world of
scans, ranging from ultrasound to MRI and PET. Coronary angiography
and related cardiac imaging will follow. The mysterious world of clinical
chemistry investigations that help profile the health of the heart, liver,
kidney, thyroid and most important of, the assessment of blood sugar
control will be discussed in subsequent issues. The influence of genes
on health will be the focus of a separate article. The concluding article
will provide an overview of healthy living and offer tips on health
assessment.

We assure our readers that scientific objectivity will be the
sole criterion in discussing each technology. We would not be
judgemental on the choice of tests that physicians offer, nor on the
charges levied by different institutions. Our concerns are clear- to
further the knowledge and understanding of our readers on a whole
range of diagnostic tests, of which they are often the beneficiaries.

We wish you happy reading.

Health Action by People(HAP) and Executive Knowledge Lines
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3G refers to the third generation of developments in wireless
communications technology based on specifications formulated by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). In the present age,
mobility is a basic aspect of many services. Easy access to high-speed
Internet, entertainment, information and e-commerce services
whenever away from computers or television sets, are the regular
requirements of today’s generation. 3G technology (EKL Nov’06) has
really added a new mobile dimension to services like Internet access,
video-conferencing, and interactive application sharing, which are
already becoming an integral part of modern business life.

The third generation, as its name indicates, follows the first
generation (1G) and second generation (2G /2.5G) in wireless
communications. 3G is considerably faster than 2G and 2.5G
technology. A 3G device can be used as a mobile phone, a laptop
computer, a portable television, a videoconferencing centre, a
newspaper, a diary and even a credit card. It will support voice
communications, real-time video and full-scale multimedia and can
also automatically search
the Internet and
download the news, the
information and the books
of our choice with moving
pictures.   Shopping with
payment option of
wireless electronic funds
transfer is yet another
application. 3G system
has the capacity to keep
people connected at all
times and in all places.
Figure: 3G Mobile Phone
(Picture Courtesy:
MTNL)

3G Wireless Communication

An Update

Technologies in Horizon
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Two major paths for 3G evolution are
WCDMA and CDMA 2000. In WCDMA (Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access), the CDMA air
interface is combined with GSM based networks. The
WCDMA standard was evolved through the 3G
Partnership Project (3GPP), which aims to ensure
interoperability between different 3G networks. Since
more than 75% of the world’s cellular subscribers are on GSM, the
migration to 3G is more easy. WCDMA is considered the most mature
and widely supported standard.

CDMA2000 is a technology for the evolution of CDMA to 3G
services. It will provide enhanced services to CDMA subscribers, as
well as forward and backward capabilities. A very efficient and robust
technology, CDMA2000 delivers the highest voice capacity and data
throughput.
The Band of 1920 -1980MHz paired with 2110 - 2170MHz (2.1GHz
band) was identified as the Core Band for development for 3G use.
This band is technology neutral and 3G equipment is available in this
band for both GSM as well as CDMA technologies. Adoption of this
band will ensure the harmonious evolution of both GSM as well as
CDMA operators to 3G.
Finland was the first country in the world to grant a license for 3G
services. But the Japanese mobile operator, NTT DoCoMo first
launched 3G services based on WCDMA technology in Japan on 1st
October 2001. NTT DoCoMo has a subscriber base of more than 5
million in Japan. 3G services have already become popular in Japan,
UK, Hong Kong, Australia, Sweden and Denmark. Swedish mobile
service provider ‘3-Group’ has a subscriber base of 350,000 in Sweden
and Denmark. It is estimated that there are more than 500 million 3G
subscribers now available globally and this will increase to 1.2 billion
by 2010.
MTNL is the first telecom company that launched 3G services in India.
On 11th December 2008, they offered 3G to its subscribers in Delhi,
for a period of 2 months, on a trial basis and commercial operation will
start shortly. They will extend the service to Mumbai also within the
next 2 months. MTNL expects a large revenue from the new services
such as IPTV (Internet Protocol Television) and broadband.

BSNL also obtained 3G spectrum and will launch its services
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soon. They have completed the test phase and are ready to roll out 3G
services in the North East region initially and then to other regions in
a phased manner.

Airtel has already tested 3G applications with various suppliers
including SingTel, a Singapore based company who has experience in
offering 3G services and now waiting for the spectrum distribution at
the end of this month. Their initial launch will be in Delhi, Mumbai
and Bangalore. There are other mobile operators also ready with full
vigour in the field to play and face the stiff competition.

Insufficient availability of 2G spectrum currently limits the
growth in services in city areas. This problem can be resolved by using
3G spectrum which has 4 – 5 times higher voice capacity than 2G
spectrum and so it will help to achieve the national telecom targets of
500 million by 2010. 3G can be successfully used for cost effective
voice telephony and we can also find potential applications of 3G in
the areas of Telemedicine, Education and e-Governance. The
successful rollout of 3G will depend on backward interoperability with
2G / 2.5G technology, right kind of handset, attractive service features
and low pricing. A big challenge to be faced by 3G systems is
competition from other high-speed wireless technologies, especially
mobile WiMAX  (EKL Dec.’08), and ability to roam between different
kinds of wireless networks.
          [T S Ajayghosh, C-DAC]

USA

 Largest Wind Energy Producer
 

The United States has just
overtaken Germany  as the world’s
biggest wind energy producer. This
milestone, which was not expected
until the end of 2009, comes as a
result of the higher average wind

speeds in the USA. US  Department of Energy’s goal is to have
more than 20% of America’s power generated by wind by 2030.
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Till the late 18th century, scientists were
all 'natural philosophers' – the thinkers! The Lunar
Society was a dinner club and an informal learned
society of prominent industrialists, philosophers and
intellectuals of that time, who met regularly
between 1765 and 1813 in Birmingham, England.
At first called the Lunar Circle, the 'Lunar Society'
became the formal name by 1775. The name arose
because the society met during the full moon, when
the moon light made the journey back home easier and safer in those
days without street lighting. The venues included Erasmus Darwin's
home in Lichfield, Matthew Boulton's home called Soho House in
Birmingham, and the Great Barr Hall. In 1766, Boulton became one
of the founders of the Lunar Society. Their meetings were delightfully
described by Erasmus Darwin as 'a little philosophical laughing'. They
gave this small but influential group of 'natural philosophers' the
opportunity to share their sometimes ground-breaking scientific ideas,
enlivening the discussions with the travails and exhilarations of each
one's experiments in their own fields. But, surprisingly these were sparks
to the others, who identified a way out for their own perplexing
problems. The cross pollination of ideas and experiences, gave birth
to newer ideas and nourished research and innovation across a wide
cross section of modern knowledge.

Mathew Bolton (the pioneer of British engineering industry),
James Watt (whose invention harnessed the power of steam), Erasmus
Darwin (famous physician who had his own original ideas about
evolution and the grandfather of Charles Darwin), Joseph Priestley
(the discoverer of Oxygen), and Josiah Wedgwood (the innovative
potter and social reformer to whom Charles Darwin is again the grand
son) - led by Erasmus could be called the first 'Lunar men'. Antoine
Lavoisier frequently corresponded with various members of the group,
as did Benjamin Franklin, who also visited them in Birmingham on
several occasions. The members of the Lunar Society were very

The Lunar Society
That Changed the World through Small Talks

General
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influential in Britain. Amongst others who attended meetings more
or less regularly were William Whithering, John Baskerville, Thomas
Jefferson, John Wilkinson, and Joseph Wright - among several other
known leaders. These debates brought together arts, commerce,
philosophy and science, as well as entrepreneurship to the fore and
built canals and factories as well as world class businesses in
Birmingham in England. As the members grew older and died, the
Lunar Society ceased to be very active and was closed in 1813. Most
former members had died by 1820. 2009 happens to be the bicentenary
of the death of Bolton.

The start of the great Boulton and Watt business came in
1775 when Boulton, recognising the potential in James Watt's
development work on the steam engine, offered the Scottish engineer
a partnership at Soho Manufactory. Not long afterwards another
inventive Scot, William Murdoch, joined them. The trio's combination
of brains, investment and enterprise was powerful. Boulton & Watt
engines became the driving force behind much of the emerging
Industrial Revolution in Britain and later across the world. About
James Watt's engine, Mathew Bolton is said to have remarked to James
Boswell in 1776 thus: "I sell here, Sir, what 'All the world' desires to
have – POWER!"

Matthew Boulton's notebooks reveal his insatiable curiosity.
His interests ranged over astronomy, meteorology, chemistry, electricity,
medicine, the fine arts, classics, music, and the then novelty of
landscape gardening. Largely self-educated in these subjects, Boulton
counted as friends such people as Benjamin Franklin, Mrs Elizabeth
Montagu, Sir Joseph Banks, Sir William Herschel, and Sarah Siddons.
In 1788, resolving to make life difficult for forgers, Matthew Boulton
established his Soho Mint, producing high-quality coins and medals.
Eventually he was awarded the contract to produce the British copper
coinage, and designed by the leading European medallist, Küchler,
they were produced at the Soho Mint – an extraordinary leap in the
mass-production of images. Boulton & Watt also re-equipped the Royal
Mint and mints abroad. While before Boulton, industries depended
on components fabricated in separate works, it was for the first time
that Soho Works housed the facilities for producing all components
under one roof – beginning of the modern industrial concept. In fact,
Boulton inherited a button & buckles and toy manufacturing works
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Digitization can go a long way towards protecting our planet's
resources, especially trees. If we want to save on paper to print, we
should reduce the font size and print double-sided, but what if we
want to save some ink also? Netherlands-based SPRANQ has come
up with an ink-saving font aptly named Ecofont.

The font is a basic sans-serif with a twist. Inside each letter
are open circles where no ink is used. When used in a 9 - 11 point
size, the font doesn't stand out as different, but if used in larger point
sizes, the circles become obvious. The company claims that by use of
Ecofont it needs 20 percent less ink.

The company hopes that the font will lead people to think
about their overall printing behavior and try to conserve wherever
possible. Often design can just remind us that thinking creatively is
the key to any problem, including protecting the planet.

The font is available for download free of cost.

Eco-friendly Fonts

To Save Ink

Environment

from his father at a young age, while being a worker there in his teens,
which he converted into the world famous Soho Manufactory, where
almost every day, there were more than one visits by top political bosses
of all countries around. Lunar Society's influence in the pre-eminence
of Birmingham and England as the focal centre of Science and Industry
of those days, can never be forgotten.

             [Prof. V K Damodaran]
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Blood relation, bad blood and blue blood are some common
phrases in everyday use that contain the word “blood”.  Blood finds a
significant place in rituals connected with every
ethnic or religious group. For example the
etymological origin of the words  “bless” and
“blessing” in the Roman Catholic tradition can be
traced to “blots” meaning blood and “bleodsian”
meaning sprinkling of blood in the Anglo- Saxon
tradition. Vetals in the Indian mythological stories
are portrayed as vampires that drink the blood of living
creatures. An average adult body contains about 5 liters of blood, a
liquid with a density close to that of water but forms the human body’s
lifeline. Blood’s composition mainly comprises plasma which is the
liquid part, red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets. These
components perform specific vital body functions such as supply of
oxygen and nutrients to tissues, removal of waste and detection of
foreign bodies entering the system. Unfortunately, there are several
circumstances that result in loss of blood – accidents, surgery etc. It
then becomes necessary to replenish the blood that is lost.
Acute and chronic needs

In most hospitals in India, the responsibility of procuring blood
when needed is on the patient. Some hospitals may have a blood bank
from where they draw the required quantity but the patient has to
arrange for replenishing the stock. The caretakers of the patient,
already drained of energy and financial resources, have to run in search
of donors or seek the help of unscrupulous brokers who arrange it for
a premium. In spite of the cost and undependable quality of the blood,
this mechanism has got institutionalized because everyone feels that
after all it is a one-off occasion. At another end of the spectrum, there
are some people who have deep rooted diseases that need periodic
transfusion of new blood. Such chronic demand has totally missed the
attention of healthcare providers and the government. We do not
seem to have even an estimate of such chronic demand. On a very
conservative guestimate, if we assume that 0.1% of the population

Blood

The Vital Fluid

Health
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falls in this category, it translates into one million people and the
annual demand of blood on this account alone would come to 20M
units. What accentuates the problem is that these patients may be in
scattered geographies far away from the urban centers. Hence, nothing
short of a national commitment and an assured delivery mechanism of
blood can enable these people to receive the needed blood and lead a
normal life.
Blood security

A modern healthcare system cannot function effectively
without assuring blood security to all citizens. We are using the phrase
“blood security” in the sense we use phrases such as food security,
energy security etc. In most
countries of the world,
including many developing
countries, blood services
are run by the government
or by the Red Cross or
similar organizations. A
patient admitted to a
hospital is assured of the
blood required for the
treatment. The system also
addresses the needs of
chronic patients. Blood security is taken to be an inalienable and
non-negotiable right of every citizen, and it is accepted that it is the
responsibility of the State to ensure this security for the citizen.
According to WHO figures, a country in order to meet its blood needs
should collect the equivalent of 4-5% of the population donating blood
once a year. For India this works out to about 50 M units. The  nearly
2500 licensed blood banks operating in the country, together collect
only around 5-6 M units of blood annually which works out to  just a
tenth of the total need. This means that the major share of the demand
for blood is met by ill-equipped, unlicensed small operators who may
not have the requisite skills in collecting, screening and storing of
blood. We do not have a central organization running blood services.
This is in stark contrast to the fact that a country like Malawi in
Africa has a well planned National Blood Service initiative. So wherein
lies the problem. At the outset it looks that finance is not a constraint.
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A quick back of the envelope calculation would show that the
investment needed to assure blood security for all citizens in a state
such as Kerala may be only of the order of a couple of hundred crores.
For a welfare oriented government this is a trivial amount. What we
need is a set of systems and processes to match the demand and supply
of blood.
What needs to be done

It should be possible for every district to have an idea of the
blood needs based on past history. Of course provision has to be made
for unanticipated causes such as major accidents, earthquake or
epidemics. The demand forecast can be progressively refined as we
accumulate experience for a few years.

In India most of the donation is on replacement basis which
means that the receiver of the blood is a specific individual.  This has
to be progressively transformed into a 100% voluntary system which
means that the receiver of the blood is a common bank or pool and
one does not know the identity of the specific individual who may be
the ultimate recipient. Local communities can help in creating and
maintaining a repository of voluntary donors. Vigorous campaigns
through media are needed to enlist corporate and individual donors.
Misconceptions about blood donation have to be removed right from
the school days. In fact according to medical studies the general health
of an individual improves through regular donation.

We need a Central Community Center and Satellite Centers
for collection, screening, typing, componentizing, storing and
distributing blood. This needs specialized equipment and perhaps
specialized buildings / outdoor vans etc. In India the blood is stored
and transferred mostly in whole form. This has to be replaced by
separating the blood into components before storage. This would result
in optimum use of the blood because one unit of blood can meet the
needs of three patients – one requiring only red cells, one needing
only white cells and perhaps one needing only plasma. Another
advantage is that the components have different shelf life periods.
Information Technology support in terms of servers, handheld devices
and communication interfaces (especially mobile phone interfaces)
are needed.

Management is perhaps the crucial missing factor in the present
system. We should not be jingoistic in ignoring the role of  government
for blood services as part of its societal responsibility. The capital
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expenditure for the Blood Security System  has to be met by the
government. Private and voluntary participation could be in terms of
project management, defining and evaluating delivery processes,
providing technology elements and sponsoring social recognition of
corporate and individual donors. The composition of the management
board has to reflect the community initiative spirit and should include
representatives from government, private sector, hospitals, blood banks,
NGOs, donor community and past beneficiaries. We have examples of
successfully managing similar initiatives – the Amul model of Milk
security, the Akshya e-literacy project etc. The system can be piloted
at the level of a district and then replicated at the state level and may
be later at the country level.

In future one may hope that blood can be synthetically
manufactured according to specifications and delivered across the
counter!!
The author thanks Sri. C. Balagopal of Terumo Penpol for initiating
him into this subject and providing broad inputs.

                          [R Narayanan]

A new study by  Maryland University in US
reveals that listening to favorite tunes can
help lower blood cholesterol levels in an
individual.  The study shows that certain
types of music trigger the release of nitric
oxide into the bloodstream, thus preventing
the formation of blood clots and harmful
cholesterol.
Findings revealed a 26 percent increase in
the diameter of upper arm blood vessels in a

person who listens to enjoyable music. However, stressful music can
shrink blood vessels by 6 percent. The study also showed that blissful
music can improve endurance on a treadmill by up to 15%.

According to the scientists, listening to one's favorite music
for at least 30 minutes a day relaxes a person both mentally and
physically. It concluded that a listener's taste influences the effects
of music more than the type, volume and tempo of songs.

Music

Lowers Cholestrol Levels
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Third-hand smoke is the residual contamination from tobacco
smoke that remains after a cigarette is put out. The term is used to
describe the invisible yet toxic brew of gases and particles clinging to
smokers’ hair and clothing, not to mention cushions and carpeting,
that lingers long after second-hand smoke   has cleared from a room.
The residue includes heavy metals, carcinogens and even radioactive
materials that young children can get on their hands and ingest,
especially if they’re crawling or playing on the floor.

It is a fact that even if you choose to smoke in your home
when your children are not around – thinking that you’re keeping
them away from second-hand smoke – you’re still exposing them to
toxins.  In a recent study at Mass General Hospital  for Children
 researchers describe how tobacco smoke contamination lingers even
after a cigarette is extinguished – a phenomenon they define as “third-
hand” smoke. They say it’s a toxic dust that settles onto surfaces and
can spread in the air.  Children are especially susceptible to third-

Third-hand Smoke
Cigarette Hazard newly Identified
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hand smoke exposure because they breathe near, crawl and play on,
touch and mouth contaminated surfaces.

According to the National Toxicology Program of US,
particulate matter from tobacco smoke contains
poisonous gases, chemicals,  heavy metals,  hydrogen cyanide used
in chemical weapons, carbon monoxide, butane, ammonia, toluene
(found in paint thinners), arsenic, lead, chromium (used to make
steel), cadmium (used to make batteries), and polonium-210 (highly
radioactive carcinogen) that was used to murder former Russian
spy Alexander V. Litvinenko in 2006. Eleven of the compounds are
classified as Group 1 carcinogens, the most dangerous. 

“When you smoke – anyplace – toxic particulate matter from
tobacco smoke gets into your hair and clothing,” says lead study author,
Jonathan Winickoff. “When you come into contact with your baby,
even if you’re not smoking at the time, she comes in contact with
those toxins. And if you breastfeed, the toxins will transfer to your
baby in your breastmilk.” Winickoff notes that nursing a baby if you’re
a smoker is still preferable to bottle-feeding, however.

Small children are especially susceptible to third-hand smoke
exposure because they can inhale near, crawl and play on, or touch
and mouth contaminated surfaces. Third-hand smoke can remain
indoors even long after the smoking has stopped. Similar to low-level
lead exposure, low levels of tobacco particulates have been associated
with cognitive deficits among children, and the higher the exposure
level, the lower the reading score. These findings underscore the
possibility that even extremely low levels of these compounds may be
neurotoxic and, according to the researchers, justify restricting all
smoking in indoor areas inhabited by children.

[For details:
Massachusetts General Hospital, www.chinaview.cn, Science Daily,

other websites]

       All great calamities on land  and sea have been
traced to inspectors who did not inspect.

                                                    - Kin Hubbard
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((( Rrrrring - Rrrrring )))
- Hello Joy!…Did you review the
contract I sent you?
- …So it's finished? You'll send it
to me by e-mail?
- What? My e-mail ID? Frankly, I
don't remember it!!
- Just a minute, let me check…
- OH no! What’s my mail ID
- No, no, that's my home e-mail
address! Password is there only.
- Listen, I can't find it. Let me
check and call you back.
- Oh!…You're going for lunch…
- Ok, I'll send you the address by
fax. You'll have it when you get
back. OK!
- Ok. So give me your fax number.
- What! You don't know it?
- Ok, here's what we will do. You
e-mail me your fax No. and I'll fax
you my  mail ID…
- No, that won't work. Wait, I'm
getting mixed up… Let me
think…
- So… Humm…
- Ok… Well… Yeah…
- What's your mobile number?
- Oh your battery is dead. Mine
too…
- Ok, listen, here's what we'll
do… You charge phone battery;
I'll call you in an  hour to give
my e-mail ID in your voicemail.
- Then you take my  mail ID in
your voicemail and you  mail me
your fax No.
- Then I can fax you mail ID.
- That's plan A. Now for plan B! I

The Quirks of Effective Communication

In  Lighter Vein

[Garnered by B S Warrier]

send myself an e-mail to see what
my e-mail address is, and then I
record a message for you in my
voicemail.
- …when you get it, you send me
the answer on my pager…so then,
I send you a fax with my  mail ID.
- Complicated? No, it's not at all
complicated…
-  We just need a bit of
coordination…and luck…
- There's also a third possibility
that's much simpler: plan C… You
send me the contract directly by
express messenger.
-  Yeah!…it's the best plan
strategically speaking…
- But actually, I have a small
question…
- …what was I supposed to send
you by email? My  mail ID, my fax
No., my cell number, pager,
telephone?
- Oh! You don't remember either.
- It would probably be a good idea
to have periodic bilateral
coordinationmeetings concerning
protocols for internal
communications.
- But anyway, since your office is
at the other end of the corridor,
I'll come by to pick it up in two
minutes…Ok? Bye!
And the moral ?
"Thanks to technology, we can
now waste time with an efficiency
until now unimaginable, all in the
name of saving time…"
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‘We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity

belonging to us. When we see land as a community

to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love

and respect’.

- The Sand County Almanac by Aldo Leopold

Today, as we go to the seashores or forests
for a picnic or a trek, when we exclaim at the
beautiful scenic shots in a movie, when the sight of a waterfall enthralls
us, when the sight of a colourful bird makes us pause for a moment –
perhaps we are unconsciously reminded of our past when there was
harmony between nature and man. Perhaps as we learn to enjoy nature
more, we may learn to preserve and protect it. Perhaps, the tree that
gave you shade and cool breeze today, will not be cut off tomorrow to
make way for your poison spewing automobile.

Forests, to some, have high recreational value. The peace and
solitude, fresh air and water, the sight of wildlife, the excitement of
lurking dangers, the sense of achievement as you stand on top of a
mountain – look within yourself deep – and you will see that it is the
spirit in you that soars high. Nature liberates you.

But – tread softly; so that the frame of beauty before you shall
remain there for you tomorrow too.   The tips given below might help
you to enjoy forests today – and tomorrow.
1. Read books on nature, the area you are visiting, its wildlife, etc.

Plan your trip well.
2. Keep yourself physically fit; being a straggler in a trekking group is

embarrassing. It could cause problems; sometimes danger too.
3. Always get the permission of the forest department first.
4. Remember that you are a guest; this is the home of the wild - even

your footstep can cause disturbance- treat nature with respect,
courtesy and love.

5. Never go in large groups – you reduce your chances to see the
wildlife. Also large groups cause larger damages. There is great
pleasure in solitary wandering; but gain some experience first before
venturing out alone.

Tread Softly

Trekking in Forests

General
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6. Wear light coloured (preferably green, grey, brown) cotton clothes.
This helps in camouflage. For colder climes, wear appropriate dress.

7. Wear comfortable footwear.
8. Do not use perfumes. Animals have a very sensitive nose.
9. Carry your stuff in a haversack. It is advisable to cover everything

in plastic bags. But don't ever drop one in the forest.
10.Carry essential personal medicines (Paracetamol, painkillers, anti-

inflammatory tablets, anti-septic ointment) penknife, matches,
candles, biscuits, sweets, lemons, water, magnifying lens, maps, water
bottle, a small sachet of salt (this helps to remove leeches).

11.Do not carry any valuables other than binoculars or camera.
12.Keep the weight of your bag as less as possible. While trekking the

high mountains, every additional gram will extract its toll.
13.Always start early in the morning. Early mornings and late evenings

are the best times for watching wildlife.
14.Speak as softly as possible. No shouting and singing please.
15.Always walk in a single file. Guides or experienced members should

walk in the front and in the rear.
16.Be alert. It is fun. It also pays.
17.Do not use transistors, tape recorders, etc. You can always enjoy

that in your city home.
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18.Never collect anything, even a flower. If every one took something,
soon there won't be anything left.

19.Do not carve on trees and scrawl on rocks. Let the ones who come
after you also feel that they are the first witnesses to the beauty.

20.Never throw litter, plastic etc. The sight of a brightly coloured
plastic bag deep in a forest is like the sight of an abused child.

21.Try not to smoke. If you have to, smoke while resting, then make
sure the butt is stored in a safe place in your pocket. You can throw
it out once you are out of the forests.

22.Try not to use alcohol. You can always enjoy it at your home or your
favorite bar. Forests are a different high.

23.Never swim or jump into unfamiliar streams or waterfalls.
24.If you come across tribal people living in the forests, treat them

with respect and humility. They are the masters of that land. If
they offer food or drink, accept it with grace and pleasure. It will
be 100 times more hygienic and healthy than your Paratha and
Chicken fry.

25.Don't be disappointed if you could not catch a glimpse of any wildlife.
The chances are that they would see you long before you saw them.
Patience will be rewarded.

26.Keep a notebook and pen handy. Record everything you observe.
27.If you camp anywhere, clean up the place before you leave. Leave

no trace that you have been there. Leave nothing, not even your
footprints.

28.Nothing comes free of cost. You repay by loving and caring for
nature.

[Balachandran. V]

Almost everybody walks around with a vast burden of
imaginary limitations inside his head. While the burden
remains, personal success is as difficult to achieve as
the conquest of Everest with a sack of rocks tied to
your back.

                                                   - J. H. Brennan
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It’s an interesting paradox that the coriander, which is one of
the tastiest herbs, is named after a most unpleasant insect. The name
coriander is derived from the Greek term koros which means a bedbug.
Probably the sharp odour associated with the insect is not unlike the
smell of coriander leaves. Nevertheless, the coriander (also known as
cilantro) is an indispensable part of culinary preparations all over the
world.

Coriander had been known to mankind right from the hoary
antiquity. It was used even as far back as 5000 BC. The plant originally
grew in the Mediterranean region but it was later on introduced to
Europe by the Romans. It might have been brought to India through
her ancient trade connections with the West. The herb is mentioned
in Sanskrit texts dating back to 1500 BC.

The Jews of the Biblical period used it as an ingredient in the
dishes made for the Passover which is an important Jewish festival.
Coriander seeds have been found in Egyptian tombs dating back to
3000 years. The herb was introduced in America in the 18th century.

It is utilised mainly for culinary and medicinal purposes. The
green herb is used as a garnishing while the dried mature seeds serve
to spice up meat and vegetable preparations. These seeds form part of
curry powders and are used in making pickles and sausages as well as
in preparing confectionery. The green leaves are used for flavouring
culinary preparations in various parts of the globe such as Asia, Central
and South America. The leaves form part of the stuffing in various
recipes. Coriander chutney, made of coriander leaves, tamarind and
green chilly is a delicious and an easy-to-prepare sandwich spread.
Chopped coriander leaves brighten up the appearance of a preparation
when used as a garnishing. The oil of this herb is used to flavor alcoholic
beverages, candies, meat, and sauces. In ancient times the Roman
soldiers took coriander with them during their campaigns since it could
be used as a meat preservative and also to flavour food.

Coriander

The Age-old Friend of  Man
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Coriander has many medicinal properties and can be a remedy
for various ailments. It is a useful antidote to headaches, muscle pain,
rheumatism and arthritis. For instance coriander seeds, when ground
and formed into a paste, can be applied externally to lessen pain in
the joints. The seeds are also believed to be effective in lowering
cholesterol levels. The leaves can be used as a fungicide as their
essential oils contain anti-bacterial properties.

The herb, when taken as a brew helps to digest food. It is a
remedy for various digestive ailments such as nausea, diarrhoea,
flatulence and indigestion. It helps to stimulate the appetite. It would
definitely be a diet watcher’s delight as its main ingredient is water.
For instance, 100 grams of coriander would contain 92.21 grams of
water. Carbohydrates come next with nearly 4 grams in every 100 grams
of the herb. It also contains minerals such as sodium, potassium,
phosphorus, calcium and iron, though to a far lesser degree. Vitamins
A, B, C, E, and K also form part of the nutritional ingredients of this
herb.The oil of the coriander is also useful in disguising the unpleasant
taste of other medicines.

Coriander is an easily grown herb. It is grown in various parts
of the world extending right from Canada in the west to China in the
east.

              [Padma Mohan Kumar]
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‘There is one outstandingly important fact regarding

the spaceship earth, and that is that no instruction

book came with it’.

– Buckminster Fuller

The steadily increasing complexity of social,
political and economic realities characterizing our
age imposes a pressing need for better information
about our home planet in order to make enlightened decisions
concerning effective development. We want our natural resources to
last out through human life here. Never before has man been so acutely
concerned with the judicious utilization of natural resources.

Prospecting of raw materials, intensification of agricultural
production, conservation of our environment and the like are matters
of compelling priority today. This requires continuous monitoring of
the earth’s surface, processing large volumes of data to transform them
into usable information, and using this properly organized information

Remote Sensing
The New Imperative

AdvanTech
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for prudent policy making. Remote Sensing is the technological answer
to our need for earth resources survey. It helps us map vast geographic
areas, observe the changing conditions and correlate them with their
distinctive attributes.  Now, after millennia of looking upward and
outward from the earth, man has acquired the ability to look at his
own home base. Figuratively, then, remote sensing is the inverse of
astronomy !

“Remote Sensing means sensing of the earth’s surface from
space by making use of the properties of electromagnetic waves
emitted, reflected or diffracted by the sensed objects, for the purpose
of improving natural resource management, land use and the protection
of the environment.” (UN, 1986)

The sun is our primary external source of energy.  Its energy
reaches us in the form of electromagnetic radiations whose spectrum
ranges from the long radio waves to the very short gamma rays
(wavelength ranging from 106 meter to 10-10 meter). These radiations
are reflected partly by the clouds (albedo) and partly by the earth
features. Some part of the energy heats the earth, which radiates
thermal energy back to space. Remote sensing consists in observing
the objects on the earth for patterns in the reflected and emitted
energy, known  as spectral signatures, which are really   the ‘fingerprints’
of the objects.  We can view  the earth only through certain   spectral
windows,  such as    0.35 – 0.4 micron in the ultraviolet, 0.4 – 0.7
micron in the visible, 0.7 – 2.5, 3 – 5, 8 – 14 micron in the infrared   (1
micron = 10-6 metre), and 1 mm – 1 m in the microwave regions.

Remote sensing is conducted in the visible and near infrared,
the thermal infrared and microwave regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. In the visible and near infrared techniques, in addition to
photography, the intensity of radiation reflected from earth’s surface is
measured. Multispectral data provides the reflectance characteristics
of surface material. Thermal infrared methods consist of measurement
of the intensity of thermal radiations emitted by earth primarily at 3 –
5 micron and 8 – 14 micron bands.  Thermal infrared surveys can be
used to detect variations in ground temperature and emissivity
properties of the earth’s surface. Microwave techniques, on the other
hand, measure the intensity and polarization of the radiations mainly
in the 1 – 50 cm wavelength region. The advantage of microwaves is
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that they are not much affected by atmospheric haze and clouds, and
hence, microwave radars offer all-weather capability. Microwave surveys
furnish information about the surface relief and roughness as well as
electrical properties of surface materials.

Remote sensing comprises separate activities – platforms,
sensors, data acquisition and data processing and interpretation.
Aircraft and spacecraft are the common platforms, which contain
sensors necessary for detected the reflected or emitted radiation by
the earth. There are two types of sensors - passive and active. A passive
sensor detects reflected sunlight or radiation emitted by the earth.
An active sensor such as radar provides its own illumination over the
target and senses the response. Data acquisition includes the
propagation of electromagnetic radiation through the atmosphere, its
interaction with the sensors mounted on the platform.  Data processing
and analysis results in interpretation based on comparison with reference
data (ground truth) pertaining to the target being studied. The final
results are presented usually as pictures, maps, tables, reports or
computer data. Ground truth is used to aid interpretation, calibrate
sensors and also to verify the information extracted from remote sensing
data. The systematic collection of ground truth is indispensable for
meaningful interpretation. The maintenance and updating of a
signature bank determines the ultimate dependability of inferences
drawn from remote sensing.  Satellite remote sensing is one component
in a complex, multistage, integrated system.

Aerial photography is the original form of remote sensing and
is still in extensive use for topographic mapping, environmental studies
and exploration oil and minerals. Satellites in near-polar, sun-
synchronous orbits offer a vantage point for acquiring the images of
vast expanses of earth on a repetitive basis under constant illumination
conditions. Satellite remote sensing can also extend over areas not
normally accessible to aircraft. Different applications require different
spatial resolution in the image, which denotes the smallest separation
between any two objects on the earth. Resolution, expressed in meters,
is a measure of the sharpness of the image. Smaller the number, sharper
the image !  Thus, 5 meter resolution is superior to 10 meter resolution.

The applications of remote sensing permeate diverse discipline
such as agriculture and forestry, hydrology and water resources, geology
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and mineral resources, geology and mineral resources, geography,
cartography and marine resources...

A major, essential aid for agricultural management is the
availability of timely information on agricultural conditions. Remote
sensing conducted a regular basis can  provide data pertaining to crop
census, crop vigor, crop yield estimates, disease detection and
forecasting, land use and forest resources, inventory, detection of forest
fires, soil surveys, irrigation, estimation of water logged and eroded
areas and so on.

The ocean surfaces, covering 70 % of the earth, is  in a state
of flux. Remote sensing can readily furnish information on the sea
state, currents, winds, cyclone, shoreline topography, effluents, oil
slicks, plankton, sedimentation patterns, fish schools etc.

Fresh water is a vital resource requiring proper management
which consists in mapping water bodies, studying its properties,
predicting its behavior, impounding it, diverting and using it to serve
agricultural and industrial needs and electrical power generation. For
this activity to be effective, updated hydrological data should be
available continuously. Repetitive observations on snow, glaciers, ice
accumulations, and melting patterns over the seasons can lead to
dependable flood warnings, better irrigation and power generation,
management of water for urban and industrial consumption,
underground water prospecting and the like.

Maps form the framework on which the various geographical
features such as location, arrangement and association of rivers,
mountain ranges, sea coasts, roads, towns, artificial lakes, and mineral
resources are marked. Cartographers are constantly resurveying and
preparing maps. The compilation of maps is a slow, laborious process
even when aerial photography is employed. Now maps made with the
help of satellite imagery frequently supplement other specialized maps,
and together they are of immense value to all geographical disciplines.
Demographers can have updated information to assess changing
patterns of population and migration; land use planners get a synoptic
view of the patterns and their seasonal changes  across the country.
Urban-geographers and city planners can have a continuous record of
changing urban situations. Regional geographers, transportation
planners and cultural geographers will be better equipped to conduct
meaningful analyses.
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Economic growth depends on the discovery and effective use
of the mineral resources. Geological maps show the distribution of
rocks exposed at the earth’s surface. Large scale geological maps are
the product of laborious surface exploration for years. Now, in addition
to aerial photographs, geologists have pictures obtained from satellite
remote sensing, which offer a broad, integrated panorama for
identifying locations of interest. Information can be obtained on rocks
and their identification, earth folds, drainage patterns, location of
magnetized ores and conducting materials, spatial patterns, time
variation of slope, anomalies in surface temperature…  Indications
are also available on crustal movements and thermal gradients which
could possibly help timely prediction of natural disasters such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and landslides.

Identification of coconut trees affected by toot-wilt disease,
done from a helicopter in 1970, heralded the arrival of remote sensing
in India. This was followed, from 1972, by other aerial studies and
analysis of LANDSAT images. Bhaskara -1 and 2 were our first
experimental remote sensing satellites. The IRS (Indian Remote
Sensing Satellites) constellation of remote sensing satellite is among
the best in the world today, and the IRS images are sold abroad
including the USA.

In remote sensing, we see our planet earth from a vantage
point in space. What is seen from up there is a sphere abundant in
resources, where life depends upon the delicate balance between man
and nature and, not to mention, that between man and man. Let us
ask :  “Can we now rid ourselves of our obsolescent biases and concepts,
and move forward to a more equitable, humane, and co-operative
society that the image from space conjures up?”

[The author, P. Radhakrishnan retired as Dy. Director in ISRO, was selected

and trained as an astronaut to fly in the US Space Shuttle scheduled for

Sept. 1986. But, the program was cancelled following the ‘Challenger

Disaster’ in Jan. 1986.]

Íf the 20th  century taught us anything, it is to be
cautious about the word ‘impossible’.
                                                      - Charles Platt
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Low Cost Supercomputing
Traditionally, research in science and engineering is carried

out on supercomputing clusters, a shared resource that consumes
hundreds of kilowatts of power and costs millions of dollars to build
and maintain. But, present day Personal Supercomputer, delivers the
equivalent computing power of a cluster, at 1/100th of the price and
in a form factor of a standard desktop workstation. Heterogeneous
computing, where Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) work in tandem
with Central Processing Units (CPUs), is what makes such a
breakthrough possible.

Priced like a conventional PC workstation, yet delivering 250
times the processing power, researchers now have the horsepower to
perform complex, data-intensive computations right at their desk,
processing more data faster and cutting time to discovery.

According to reports, GPUs have evolved to the point where
many real world applications are easily implemented on them and run
significantly faster than on multi-core systems. Future computing
architectures are likely to be hybrid systems with parallel-core GPUs
working in tandem with multi-core CPUs.

Leading institutions including MIT, the Max Planck Institute,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Cambridge University,
and others are already advancing their research using GPU-based
personal super-computers.

NVIDIA is the inventor of the GPU. Its GPU branded Tesla
C1060 is a high-performance processor which generates breathtaking,
interactive graphics on workstations, personal computers, game
consoles, and mobile devices. It is also the world leader in visual
computing technologies. There are over twenty companies in the world
which currently manufacture personal supercomputers..

Larrabee is the codename for a GPU chip that Intel is
developing separately from its current line of integrated graphics
accelerators. The video card containing Larrabee is expected to
compete with GeForce and Radeon products from NVIDIA and ATI
respectively. Larrabee will also compete in the General Purpose GPU
(GPGPU) and high-performance computing markets. Intel plans to
have engineering samples of Larrabee ready by the end of 2008, with a
video card hitting shelves in late 2009 or 2010.
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Larrabee can be considered a hybrid between a multi-core
CPU and a GPU, and has similarities to both. Its coherent cache
hierarchy and x86 architecture compatibility are CPU-like, while its
wide SIMD vector units and texture sampling hardware are GPU-
like.

As a GPU, Larrabee will support traditional rasterized 3D
graphics (DirectX/OpenGL) for games. However, Larrabee's hybrid of
CPU and GPU features should be suitable for general purpose GPU
(GPGPU). In the high-performance computing market Intel's CPUs
are in some cases being displaced by GPGPU products like NVIDIA
Tesla and AMD FireStream. Larrabee will use the x86 instruction set
with Larrabee-specific extensions.
The x86 processor cores in Larrabee will be different in several ways
from the cores in current Intel CPUs such as the Core 2 Duo. Larrabee's
x86 cores will be based on the much simpler Pentium P54C design
which is still being maintained for use in embedded applications. Each
Larrabee core contains a 512-bit vector processing unit, able to process
16 single precision floating point numbers at a time. Larrabee has a
1024-bit (512-bit each way) ring bus for communication between cores
and to memory. This bus can be configured in two modes to support
Larrabee products with 16 cores or more, or fewer than 16 cores. Each
core supports 4-way simultaneous multithreading, with 4 copies of each
processor register.

Intel currently sells a line of GPUs under the Intel GMA brand.
These chips are not sold separately but are integrated onto
motherboards. Though the low cost and power consumption of Intel
GMA chips make them suitable for small laptops and less demanding
tasks, they lack the 3D graphics processing power to compete with
NVIDIA and AMD/ATI for a share of the high-end gaming computer
market, the HPC market, or a place in popular video game consoles.
In contrast, Larrabee will be sold as a discrete GPU, separate from
motherboards, and is expected to have performance good enough for
consideration in the next generation of video game consoles.

It has been observed that GPU based systems enable us to run
application codes in minutes rather than the hours it took earlier.
This exceptional speedup has the ability to accelerate the discovery
of potentially life-saving drugs to fight dreaded diseases.

[CGS]
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Fermi Problems

General

A Fermi problem is an estimation problem designed to teach
dimensional analysis, approximation, and the importance of clearly
identifying one's assumptions in solving the problem. Named for the
20th century Italian physicist Enrico Fermi, such problems typically
involve making justified guesses about quantities that seem impossible
to compute given limited available information. The idea of a Fermi
Problem is to think about what assumptions we make, how to make
them as realistic as possible, how to estimate well, and how to put all
of these in the service of a straightforward mathematical calculation
to arrive at the answer. Solving Fermi Problems is a great way to work
on analytical skills and out-of-the-box thinking that leads to physical
insight.
Fermi was known for his ability to make good approximate calculations
with little or no actual data, hence the name. O n e
well-documented example is his estimate of the number of piano tuners
in Chicago. A typical solution to this problem would involve multiplying
together a series of estimates that would yield the correct answer if
the estimates were correct. For example, we might make the following
assumptions:
1. There are approximately 5,000,000 people living in Chicago.
2. On average, there are two persons in each household in Chicago.
3. Roughly one household in twenty has a piano that is tuned regularly.
4. Pianos that are tuned regularly are tuned on average about once

per year.
5. It takes a piano tuner about two hours to tune a piano, including

travel time.
6. Each piano tuner works eight hours in a day, five days in a week,

and 50 weeks in a year.
From these assumptions we can compute that the number of piano
tunings in a single year in Chicago is (5,000,000 persons in Chicago) /
(2 persons/household) × (1 piano/20 households) × (1 piano tuning
per piano per year) = 125,000 piano tunings per year in Chicago.

And we can similarly calculate that the average piano tuner
performs (50 weeks/year)×(5 days/week)×(8 hours/day)×(1 piano
tuning per 2 hours per piano tuner) = 1000 piano tunings per year per
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piano tuner.
Dividing gives (125,000 piano tuning per year in Chicago) /

(1000 piano tunings per year per piano tuner) = 125 piano tuners in
Chicago.

Two other  Fermi problems are: (1) Pick a nearby tree. Estimate
the number of leaves on the tree. (2) If you could get a penny for each
time someone makes "Ouch!" in the United States, how long would it
take you to become a billionaire?

A famous example of a Fermi-problem-like estimate is the
Drake equation, which seeks to estimate the number of intelligent
civilizations in the galaxy. The basic question of why, if there are a
significant number of such civilizations, ours has never encountered
any others is called the Fermi Paradox.
Advantages and scope

Scientists often look for Fermi estimates to a problem before
turning to more sophisticated methods to calculate a precise answer.
This provides a useful check on the results: where the complexity of a
precise calculation might obscure a large error, the simplicity of Fermi
calculations makes them far less susceptible to such mistakes.

Although Fermi calculations are often not accurate the sort
of analysis does tell us what to look for to get a better answer. For the
above example, we might try to find a better estimate of the number of
pianos tuned by a piano tuner in a typical day, or look up an accurate
number for the population of Chicago. It also gives us a rough estimate
that may be good enough for starting a store in Chicago that sells
piano tuning equipment.

 Failures of Successful People
� Thomas A. Edison failed approximately 10,000 times while he

was working on developing the light bulb.

� Henry Ford was broke at the age of 40.

� Lee Iacocca was fired by Henry Ford II at the age of 54.

� Young Beethoven was told that he had no talent for  music, but
he gave some of the best music to the world. 
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 The philosophy of Kautilya on wealth is that righteousness is
the root of happiness and wealth is the root of righteousness
(Sukhasya moolam dharma; Dharmasya moolam
artha). He therefore gives supreme importance for
the maintenance of a rich treasury, which affects the
entire activities of the government in one way or
other. Since the replenishment of the treasury is
directly linked to the success of agriculture, industrial
production, trade and commerce and efficient
financial management, he lays stress on the development of these
sectors. While suggesting various sources of revenue, he insists that
the wealth so collected should be spent for the protection and welfare
of the people. At the same time, he warns against over taxation, as it
would incur the wrath of the tax payers. Another important advice
from him is that the administrators should realise that the treasury
does not exist for the government and the funds are meant to be wisely
utilised for the welfare of the people.

There should be a continuous flow of funds to the treasury for
meeting the expenses on day-to-day administration and develo-
pmental activities, for which the government could collect various
taxes from the people, based on their paying capacity. Arthasastra
provides certain guidelines for levying taxes. The first principle is that
the tax should not be a burden to the people and it should be collected
just like plucking ripened fruits from a tree. The rich people with
more paying capacity should be made to pay more taxes. Taxes should
be levied only once in a year and it could be paid either in cash, in
kind or labour. Agriculture being the mainstay of the economy, land
revenue is the major source of income for the state. According to
Arthasastra, one sixth of the agricultural produce has to be paid to
government as tax for ordinary lands, and one fourth or even one
third for more fertile lands. The tax rate is decided by annual
assessment of crops at the time of harvest by tax officials and collected

Principles of Taxation and
Revenue Generation

Kautilya’s Arthasastra
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at the threshing floor itself. An irrigation tax (one fifth, one fourth or
one third according to the nature of irrigation) is collected in addition
to the land tax, when water from irrigation works is utilized for
cultivation. The farmers who bring dry land under cultivation can
claim tax exemption for a period of two to five years. Tax exemption is
also granted in the case of inferior lands, field labourers, tribals and
certain other sections of the society on the basis of tradition.
Another important source of revenue is from trade and commerce.
Realising the importance of trade for increasing the revenue of the
state, Kautilya
allows various concessions to the foreign traders. Sale tax (Vyaji) is
recovered on each and every transaction of goods. The tax rate is 6.25
% for sales by volume, 5% for sales by weight and about 9% (one
eleventh) for goods sold by counting. Income from the sale of precious
stones and metals from the state owned mines and the rent of the
leased mines would also help to strengthen the national treasury. In
addition to the several types of fines, which constitute a sizeable income
of the state, all commodities like salt, vegetables, flowers, fruits, timber,
cattle, asses, liquor etc. are made taxable. Institutions like brothels,
guilds of craftsmen and goldsmiths and religious and charitable
endowments are also taxed.

Kautilya prefers a surplus budget or atleast a balanced budget,
where revenue and expenditure become identical. He has delineated
various methods by which funds can be collected for meeting the
unexpected expenses. These methods include additional taxation,
donations from the public, appropriation of temple funds and some
other fraudulent methods. He has also prescribed the rates of such
additional taxes for different classes of people. For instance, a farmer
has to pay one fourth of the products and a livestock owner one tenth
of the cost of his livestock as additional tax. There is specific mention
in the Arthasastra that such additional taxes should be collected only
once. One of the notable features in the collection of additional
revenue is that the tax burden is comparatively less on the economically
weaker sections. The government officials and the financiers (Sresthis)
are excluded from the purview of additional taxation.

If the funds raised through the above means are inadequate,
more funds are collecetd through voluntary donations. The
government would appeal to the public to make liberal contributions
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under the pretext of undertaking certain important works and the
secret agents would be the first to donate huge amounts for the scheme.
Pointing out their example, others would be coaxed, cajoled or coerced
to make similar contributions. Persons who contribute substantial
amount would be given titles and honours. Such additional
contributions could not possibly be avoided by the public, because of
the presence of the powerful state machinery behind the operations.

Arthasastra mentions some other dubious methods also for
enriching the treasury by exploiting the superstitious beliefs of the
people, which can hardly be accepted in the modern social set up. An
idol of a deity might be installed secretly as if it appeared as a miracle
or make a display of abnormal phenomenons by contrivance like a
serpent with many hoods or idol coming alive and then collect money
for propitiating the god or for driving away the evil spirit. It may appear
paradoxical that a puritan like Kautilya, who upholds righteousness
as an essential quality in life, should suggest such unethical measures
for generating funds to the exchequer. But then, he qualifies it with
the restriction that these fraudulent methods should be applied only
against wicked persons and that too as a last resort.

                   [ N.S. Mannadiar ]
Kshira – arthi vatsah matuh – Udhah Prati -hanti     -Kautilya

"A calf wanting milk hits against mother`s teats"

In Forthcoming Issues
�Solar Cell Concentrators: A light concentration system for solar
cells that does not need tracking the sun
�Aerogel Blankets:  Thin, flexible blankets to provide up to 20
times the thermal insulating capacity of existing insulations
� Homeopathy as medicine at ultra-small doses, or

Nanopharmacology: Homeopathic doses are so small that it is
appropriate to include them in the newly defined field of
nanopharmacology
�Intelligent Pill Technology -iPill: To assist  drug development
and enable new therapies
�Human Area Network Communication (HAN): Body as the
medium of communication, instead of wires
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Books Scan

Hewlett Packard (Popularly known as
‘HP’) is considered as one of the success stories of
start-up companies in the  history of  businesses in electronics and
computers. In 1938, working out of a small garage in Palo Alto,
California, two young Stanford graduates named Bill Hewlett and
Dave Packard built their first product, an audio oscillator. It was the
start not only of a legendary company but of an entire way of life in
Silicon Valley--and, ultimately, our modern digital age.   In this book,
Malone, the author,  shows how some of the most influential products
of our time were invented, and how a culture of innovation led HP to
unparalleled success for decades. He also shows what was really behind
the groundbreaking management philosophy -"the HP Way"- that put
people ahead of products or profits
The author says:  This is not  just  a history of the Hewlett-Packard
Company, or a book of business theory, or a definitive biography of
William Hewlett and David Packard. I have chosen to write this book
this way because of the desperate need the business world has right
now for an archetype of enlightened management, enduring quality,
and perpetual innovation. It is not enough to simply tell the story of
Hewlett, Packard and their company. What are needed are the why?
and the how?
         Malone shows just how innovative was HP, the company. Its
founders' innovation in both new products and new ways of doing
business created an environment in which customers wanted only HP
products, employees reciprocated the loyalty HP showed to them, and
future Silicon Valley generations tried - and usually failed - to follow
in their footsteps.
          What makes Hewlett-Packard so noteworthy is Bill Hewlett
and Dave Packard.  Their skills, their personalities, and the fact that
for almost 50 years they partnered at the top of the organization they
founded is a rarity. One doesn't often see a business partnership last so

Bill & Dave

How Hewlett and Packard Built the

World's Greatest Company

Book by: Michael S. Malone

Published by: Penguin Group
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long, and so seamlessly, especially in an era where CEOs prefer to
have the spotlight shone squarely on them alone. Hewlett and Packard's
skills and demeanors were perfect complements to each other, and
their lack of desire to put themselves on a pedestal is what helped
create the family atmosphere that came to be known as "the HP Way."
         Malone writes Bill & Dave as a straightforward corporate history,
but at the same time he wants the book to be a primer on how to run
a business that not only turns a profit, but also takes care of its people
and cares about the communities in which it does business.
Contents:

�Friendship: The most momentous first meeting in modern business
history took place in a strangely appropriate  setting of a bench beside
a football field between two young men in pads and helmets. It was
1930, and the occasion was the annual tryouts for the Stanford
University football team.
�Apprentices

�That damaged Garage

�The HP Way

�Community

�Bastion

�Legacy

�The Last Gift

[Source: State Central Library, Trivandrum]

Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each
each row, column and
3 x 3 grids in bold borders
with each of the digits
from 1 to 9.
[BNN]
Solution in Page 41

EKL Sudoku 26
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‘The crucial challenge for the world renewable energy industry

is to expand the global market beyond the current handful of key driver

countries. This book squares up the past failures and sets out clearly

and definitively the essential elements needed to achieve that goal.

Mallon's book delves deep into the political process and explains the

pressures on policy makers for and against the required energy reform.

Used wisely, the intelligence brought together by the international

authors in this book can unlock the full potential of our renewable

resources’. - Corin Millais, CEO, European Wind Energy Association
If we are to avoid dangerous climate change and keep global

warming below two degrees, we must limit CO
2 
 emissions to about

two tonnes per person per year across the world by 2050. By contrast,
modern industrial economies today have  emission levels from just
over 10 tonnes all the way upto 25 tonnes of CO

2 
per person per year,

and the population of India and China are coming along quickly. So
the challenge is to have good standards of living, but at a fraction of
the emissions.

Understanding why renewable energy policies succeed and
fail is essential for a range of stakeholders in the energy and
environmental sectors. Clear information on why and how to secure
successful renewable energy markets is much needed. Renewable
Energy Policy and Politics meets that need, bringing together the
experience of world leaders in this field.

Renewable Energy Policy and Politics

 A handbook for decision-making

Book edited by: Karl Mallon,   Director of
the Transition Institute (a renewable energy
business incubator and consultancy), and
former Head of Energy Solutions for
Greenpeace
Contributing authors: Randall Swisher

and Kevin Porter, USA;  Rakesh Bakshi,
India;  Gordon Edge, UK;  Sven Teske and
Volker Hoffmann, Germany;  Jose Luis Garcia and Emelio

Menendez, Spain.
Published by: Earthscan
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EKL Sudoku 26
Solution

The book addresses the politics of renewable energy, the key
players required to drive energy reform and those likely to resist change.
The interplay between government, industry and society is discussed
and explained with a balanced hand, offering a rare insight into political
campaigning on energy. International case studies are included,
complemented by a step-by-step breakdown of the elements required
to achieve legislation.
Highlights of Contents:

�Myths, Pitfalls and Oversights
�Ten Features of Successful Renewable Markets
� An A to Z of Stakeholders
�The Politics of Achieving Legislation
�A Harsh Environment: The Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation and the
UK Renewables Industry
�Renewable Policy Lessons from the US: The Need for Consistent
and Stable Policies
�Development of Renewable Energy in India: An Industry
Perspective
�Spanish Renewable Energy: Successes and Untapped Potential
�A History of Support for Solar Photovoltaics in Germany

�Sustainable Energy Policy Reform in Cambodia

[Courtesy: State Central Library, Trivandrum]
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Journals Scan

Fortune
8 Dec. 2008

Keeping the job is a matter of
concern for every one in employment
world over in this period of economic downturn. One can not predict
in which all ways this meltdown will affect them and that is enough
reason to look around for ways to protect oneself from this calamity.
This issue of Fortune gives some tips for keeping the job,  and here is
a glimpse of it:
�Be visible: Hard work alone is not enough. It has to appreciated
and noticed by the people who matter.
�Don't be a maverick: Experimenting with new initiatives, especially
if it is not authorised by the management, is not to be undertaken.
The downturn period is not the time to drift away from core activities.
�Manage yourself: Your boss may be a nervous person and may stop
doling out assignments, so find work for yourself: Take on a new project
or make another visible contribution. Your boss's boss may start seeing
you in a new light.
�Network: Instead of being more insular at some times, network more,
especially outside the office. Those contacts may come handy, if your
pink slip arrives.
�Don't blow off the Christmas party: Scaling down of celebrations
is common at such times. If you still have one in office, your boss
would have fought for it - and may take it personally if you skip it.
Highlights of Contents:

�GM and Me:  3 decades ago General Motors was a great American
Company. But by clinging to the attributes that made it an icon, GM
drove itself to ruin.
�Iceland´s Meltdown: Its main banks and business tycoons took huge
risks, and its citizens borrowed  to the hilt. Now this island nation is
paying the price.
�Can Citigroup survive?
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�Bill and Melinda Gates go back to School: Their crusade to
fix schools earned a ‘needs improvement’. So they have a new plan to
benefit community colleges.
�Why can’t Microsoft make Money online?

�World’s Most Admired Companies: Cisco Systems Layers it on.
�Big Blue’s Big Plan: IBM is drooling over the coming infrastructure
boom.

Lead-acid batteries are relics that
haven’t changed much since their invention
150 years ago. Heavy and unable to withstand
rapid charge-discharge cycles, they are
unsuitable for the automotive world’s killer application, hybrid-electric
vehicles. Hybrids instead use expensive nickel-metal hydride (NiMH)
batteries or experimentally, lithium batteries. But a new, souped-up
version of lead-acid batteries could change that, cutting the cost of
hybrids  and  also improving the  function of power grids and a range
of other applications. The new design combines lead-acid chemistry
with ultracapacitors, energy-storage devices that can quickly absorb
and release a lot of charge, which they store along the roughened
surface of their electrodes. The new batteries  can go through at least
four times as many charging cycles as lead-acid batteries, and, crucially,
would cost about a quarter of NiMH batteries.  This issue of Spectrum
presents the details of this Battery-Capacitor hybrid for hybrid vehicles.
Highlights of Contents:
�How we  found the missing Memristor: The existence of a fourth
fundamental circuit element called a Memristor (EKL May’08) was
predicted in 1971, but it took 35 years - and a lot of dumb luck - to
actually build one.
�The Soul of a new Mercedes: Superluxurious and super-fuel efficient,
the Mercedes-Benz F700 offers a glimpse into the future of internal
combustion automobile.
�A fairer, faster Internet: Everyone can download as much as they
want if we adopt a simple scheme that stops the few from starving the

IEEE Spectrum

The Magazine of Technology Insiders
December   2008
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many. A make over needed for this on TCP - the way we share
bandwidth.
�New Tech  for Expensive Oil: Falling energy prices could squeeze
oil-extraction technology.
�The Big Picture: Dubai´s new spin on architecture
�Google´s Social Patents
�Spotting Snipers
�Tiny Implants combat Chronic Pain: Spinal pacemakers mask
discomfort from nerve damage.
�Have laptops gone too far in losing weight?
�How to Electrify a Classic Sports car?
�Japan is Ground Zero for Industrial Robots

The present day silicon-based processors
used in computers can perform only a certain
number of operations per second without
overheating. Now a new form of carbon being
pioneered by Walter de Heer of Georgia Tech. of
US  could lead to speedy, compact   processors.
This  surprising alternative to silicon is from the
material, graphene, an unimpressive substance
found in ordinary pencil lead.

Theoretical models had previously
predicted that graphene, a form of carbon consisting of layers one
atom thick, could be made into transistors more than a hundred times
as fast as today's silicon transistors. Prof. Heer reported making arrays
of hundreds of graphene transistors on a single chip. Though the
transistors still fall far short of the material's ultimate promise, the
arrays, which were fabricated in collaboration with MIT's Lincoln
Laboratory, offer strong evidence that graphene  would be the material
for future generations of electronics. Meanwhile, graphene electronics
has caught the attention of semiconductor industry majors like HP,
IBM, and Intel  who have all started to investigate its use in future
products.

           Graphene Transistors

Tech Brief

[Source: EKL Info Library]
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The Last Word

That writer does the most, who gives his reader the most

knowledge, and takes from him the least time.

                                                  - - - - -     C.C. Colton
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